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Our Journey
The CSDE together with Central and Southern Connecticut State
Universities embarked on the CEEDAR journey in 2014, initially to
look at curricular reform focused on EBPs.
On that journey, we identified another need – to focus on clinical
experiences, prior to student teaching. Faculty team leaders
together with a few key district partners began to discuss the
quality of clinical experiences discuss relative to teaching
standards/outcomes, including:
² Candidates preparedness for the experience
² Scope, sequence, coherence and quality of experiences
² District and EPP communication and coordination
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District Concerns
² Lack of or inconsistent information about…
– Expected candidate learning/experience outcomes
– Developmental learning progressions based on the preservice set of
courses an experiences
– Acceptance/assignment process

² Disconnect
– School curriculum/instructional expectations and preservice
requirements

² Liability
– Background checks/finger printing
– Readiness of candidate to perform tasks

² Lack of communication about expectations
– Roles and responsibilities of district, candidate, institute and supervisor
– Procedures to safeguard all stakeholders in the experience
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District Concerns
What candidate clinical experiences looked like…
² Candidates contacted district schools directly to arrange for
their own clinical “course” experiences
² Candidates often called their experience “observations”
when they really needed to work with students – we had
little verification from the institutions and rejected many
requests
² Within and across institutions assignments were random –
each one required time for analysis and planning
² District teachers felt overwhelmed by requests and by lack
of preservice supervision…. and started resisting
placements
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District Concerns
Bottom Line: District partners
need to be included in the EPP
design and communication of
clinical experiences from
beginning to end of the program.
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Developing Shared
Partnerships
Win-win for both sides to collaborate in order to secure the
teacher pipeline as well as ensure learner ready day one
teachers. Must address the cost/benefit to all parties most
importantly the investment of TIME.
Quality indicators for consideration in partnership development
(King, 2014) can be grouped within the following categories:
² Partnership vision
² Institutional leadership
² Communication and collaboration
² Joint ownership and accountability for results
² System alignment, integration, and sustainability
² Response to local context
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Why a guidance
document?
1.

Improve how fieldwork is conceptualized and implemented
(Problem of practice: too much observing, not linked to
courses, not scaffolded, etc.)

2.

Design coherent program-wide clinical experience (rather
than course-based disconnected experiences)

3.

Ensure transparency of field experiences learning and
practice outcomes responsibilities of LEAs.

4.

Articulate for LEAs cost/benefits of partnership in fieldwork at
every stage (beginning experiences through student
teaching).

5.

Use of intentional strategies and tools by all role-players
engaging in practice-based experiences leading candidates to
learn how to analyze and implement teaching and learning.
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Principles For Guiding Design of
Clinical Experiences
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

Teacher preparation is a shared responsibility
Collaboration among professionals in the field improves
preparation experiences and benefits teacher candidates
Practice-based preparation improves teacher candidates’
readiness
Practice experiences should occur throughout a preparation
program, from beginning coursework to culminating student
teaching.
Practice experiences are scaffolded carefully and thoughtfully to
facilitate the development of confidence and success of teacher
candidates in addressing varied student needs.
Practice experiences are designed based on research
Experiences are intended to be responsive to community and
cultural contexts
EPP improvement is iterative and ongoing

Reference: page 7-8 of the Guide.
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CEEDAR Documents Informing
our Work
Note. See the CEEDAR and GTL practice guides:
² Learning to Teach: Practice-Based Preparation in Teacher
Education (Benedict, Holdheide, Brownell, & Foley, 2016) and
² Learning to Teach: A Framework for Crafting High-Quality,
Practice Based Preparation (Benedict, Foley, Holdheide,
Brownell, & Kamman, 2016) for more information on evidencebased practice strategies and the research supporting their
inclusion in this table.
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Organization of Evidence-Based
Practice Strategies
Course
work

Evidence-Based Strategies
Case-study instruction

X

Microteaching

X

Virtual simulations

X

Field
work

Student
Teaching

Video analysis

X

Tutoring

X

Lesson study

X

Coaching

X

X

Action/practitioner research

X

X

Practice in complex classroom
contexts

X
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Beginning Experiences: Ensure appropriate scaffolding of the practice-based
opportunities and field experience strategies across semesters or courses to ensure both
knowledge and skill development as candidates begin their preparation experience.

Beginning of Program Experiences

Practice-Based
Experience Strategy

Roles and Responsibilities of Partners
EPP Faculty

School-Based Educators

Case studies



Instructors develop realistic case
studies with problems of practice
embedded within full and rich
characterizations of children,
their families, and communities.



Review case studies and verify
the accuracy of the scenarios.

Guided observation



Develop observation
expectations and guide in
collaboration with LEA partner.



Develop observation
expectations and guide in
collaboration with EPP partner.



Agree on feedback strategy and
construct a collaborative
structure to provide it to
candidate.



Provide appropriate context and
model.



Agree on feedback strategy and
schedule to provide to the
candidate.



Instructors develop realistic case
studies with problems of practice
embedded within full and rich
characterizations of children,
their families, and communities.



N/A



Develop evidence-based micro
teaching experiences aligned
with course content.



Identify instructional evidencebased and high-leverage
practices candidates will use in
tutoring linked to student needs.





Develop tutoring partners to
improve feedback structure.

Teachers assist in setting up
tutoring groups, identify student
instructional needs, and
determine appropriate evidencebased practices.



Teachers provide feedback to
candidate tutoring teams with
faculty partner.

Case studies
Microteaching

Tutoring experience
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Practice Based Strategies:
Tools Highlighted
þ Sample Grade 3–5 English Language Arts
Observation Guide
þ Sample Video Analysis Assessment Guide
þ Sample Tutoring Guide
þ Lesson Study Protocols
þ Observation/Coaching Guide for School-Based
Practitioners
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Tutoring: High Leverage
Practices Used
Explaining/modeling
important content
and skills

Analyzing instruction
for the purpose of
improving it

Diagnosing common
student errors

Providing effective
oral feedback

Adjusting instruction
during lessons

Designing sequences
of lessons

Tutoring: Practice Based
Preparation Strategies Used
Spaced
learning

Analyzing and
reflecting on
lessons

Scaffolding
candidate
responsibilities
over time

Explicit
coaching and
feedback
(course
instructor to
candidates)

Modeling
(course
instructor to
candidates)

Video Analysis:
Overview
Scaffolded analysis of teaching
Aligned with edTPA and CT’s Common Core of
Teaching (CCT)
Completed semester prior to student teaching
Video segments shared during seminar class,
assessed by instructor, student, and peer(s)
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Video Analysis:
Three Lenses
Lens 1: The Students
•
•
•

What opportunities were created for students to
make sense of the new learning?
How did students show what they learned?
What are students’ specific learning needs?

Lens 2: The Teacher Candidate
• How did the candidate share responsibility with
students for learning?
• How did questions lead students to learn?
• What supports were provided to deepen learning or
scaffold students who were struggling?

Lens 3: The Learning Environment
•
•
•

Preparing the learning environment to support
learning?
Creating an environment of mutual respect and
rapport with the students?
Communicating standards of behavior?

Other Resources in the
Guide
²Lesson Study protocols
²General observation/coaching
guide for school based-practitioners
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Considerations for Designing and
Implementing Field Experiences
We propose five critical components of designing and
implementing field experiences, including roles and
responsibilities, between the EPP and LEA:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Design of field experiences across planned programs
Development of specific field experiences
Coordination of shared responsibility
Communication
Professional learning and calibration of faculty and schoolbased educators.

See Table 3 in the Guide
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Planning Template
Clinical Experience Planning Template
Semester 1 of Example Program (undergraduate or graduate and year)

Course and
Description

Objectives for
Clinical
Experiences

Field Activities
and Strategy
Employed

Key
Assessments
School-Based
Candidate
With Standards Educator
Supervisor
Met
Responsibilities Responsibilities

Two university examples of how this template can be used are
contained in Appendices H & I
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Tools
(Guidance tools,
observation
tools, etc.)

In Closing
² Establish a representative workgroup of faculty and
district partners
² Review sequence, coherence, course vs. semester
based clinical experiences and substantive
engagement in the work of the classroom
² Identify shared goals and accountability measures
between EPP and LEA to ensure quality and
communication, without overburdening the parties
² Consider program evaluation measures of impact on
candidate performance
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Q&A
²How might you use the Guide and
the planning template as a call to
action to improve the quality of
clinical experiences and district
partnerships?
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